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INTRODUCTION'

Values --.decision-making -.education. .What
do these words really av to do with one, another
in the context of drugiabuseLedUcation?

This' booklet presents, a rationale:that links
,

these terms together.,,It explpieS the meaning' they
have for building drug abUse education prograMS!with
prevention as- the focus. It also provides detailed
suggestions for how valmes,-cl-rifiOation

%
strategiesal

can be used by `teachers in clasgrooMstolielp children
. _

and young people gain greater control over'per 'anal
decision- making processes.

ow have schools and School,peopleresponded to.

the drbg-problem 7. once events have forced a recognition
that drug abuse does exist, and often theircown
.schools? Response's c n be fairly Characterizedbythe
.fol4owing sequence:

- 7
Many schoolS thO'ught drug abu'se among young-people,.

at least "their"'young people, was relatively' insignifi-
4,/cant. ,Or if the problem did exist it was regarded as a

_,4Medical problem or a legal `problem or a social, problem
somebody elses probleM but not the busines.S of

educators. The sheer inability to "grab hold" of the
school dimensions of the problem - to define, describe,.
and Characterize ft - led to many delayS and false starts.

,Next, schools tended to respond to the clamors,
urgings ;. and pressures of:parents, students, and community



'Ioydevelopit?g "information-about- drugs" programs.

This was th -schools "will do thelr'khare in

-..
combatting rug ab " approach.

7,

Helen !Nowlis characterizes this type of'eduoa-
.

tionel.proramming'as that which ,

i ) / J o'
assem f assorted individuals in g oups
of vary,ingsizes- in school clasSro ms or

1

asSembp.es 1.,... and presents them ith

film /j cartoons, pamphlets, lectures by
auth rities varying from physicians' to' .

ex-eddicts.1'
....

../'

Where educators haVe relied solely on information

about drugs, descriptions -of ,life. Styles of

addicts or dependent individuals, an care and
71

horror stories, or on attempts t8 indoc,trinate

young ?people with sets of attitudes about drug F.
.

substithces, they have stretched credibility
. s

limits betweed young people an& adults,

.10

This second level effort bftery overlapped

another development in, schools.',' In many cases,
A
the

legitimate curriculum developer's teachere, admip=

istrators, parents, and.students -- were bypassed

in faVor7of new'drug bureaucracies and experts whom

Frederick Fl Flach describes as -e

large cprps of well meaning persons ...
asked to form niw kinds of organizetions
which depend for their economic and social
-justification on the peipetuation'of the ,

'very problem-they have been created to

eliminate ... lofwhom many] propose solutions

Which at best are simplistic and superficial,
or,so diffuse as to defy understanding.2

s
,

.

' ''

1Heleft H. Nowlis, "Current Approaches to, gdvatiOn

en Drugs," in 1971 Report of they Thirty-Third' Annual

Scientific Meeting of the Committee on Probaems of Drug

Dependence-of the Mational Academy- of Scieribes, the

National Academy of Engineering,and the National Research

Council, 1971...
,2Frederick F. Fleet', "Why Dru

American Te't,cher, December, 1971.1:,'

PrograMs



But there are perhaps, more useful, and at

the same time, more complex edudational' initiatives

that/should be- developed.
J -

DARTE is a drug abuse-pretiention program that

redognizes.th t young- people and` adults need to

... be pr vided*ith honest, `accu'r'ate,
unbiased information about the
pharmacologiOal,social, pSychologi-
cal, legal- and medical zspects
drug abuse,

... build rewarding and continuing
communication and trust patterns of

* behavior, .

. be helped to'use value clarification
processes to examine their own valties

in making more lifefulfillin deoiSions,

work thrdugh a process of sequential
experiences - so that they work together
in action - oriented teamsto plan; implement
and evaluate 'drug-abuse edutation programs.

Educational action plans can incorporate a number of

efforts to accomplish those goals - inseryice programs,

informational programs for the communitp, cooPerative

relationship with counseling ape-treatment agendies - as.

-well as a wide range of actions' which might involve

structural and organizational changes.in schools,

'curriculum changes in classrooms, and new roles and

relationships in.schoolsban communities. JolW

This more-complete effort, and one whiOh promiseS

greater benefit, is one which capitalizes on the interest

and training of educat rs. They can effect the changes

necessary to restrudtu e overall school environments and

relationships in scho which 'will help young people

grow without drugs. 4

41
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Th(s kind of edUcationals..effort:puts into
4,

poitions of eff Ctive leadership thoseadul,t I

.
. . .

educatora
>1

and St dents who "help to auild'bridges
.1._

.between sensible a ults0andsensible young%people."3

Here we assume t t information about drugs'

provided within a braad ext,of related
4

/experiences and that it needs to.be internalized
/-
by_ each individual, and related tp his maturity,

feelings, and values. A focus continues on drug-
,

abuse behaviors but as much, or more emphasis is

on the total growth of human beings.

Young people today are confronted with choices

and decisions in every aspect of their lives..

Decisions for and against drug use and abuse, for

many yo,,ng people, may be watershed decisions.- With

out training in critical thinking or inquiry or

values clarification, they nay well let. others,.,

particularly their peers, make these decisions for

them. Practice 4n'decision-mak/ing processes in
/1'

elementary school can give (teenagers the tools and a>

approaches and processes they need to deal with these

life-involving questiOns later.

EduCators can have a significant impact where
i ./.

there is conflict aboutvalues.a'nd feelings by help-

ing individuals and-groups claiify their thinking .and

values systems. Values too frequently seem to have

little to. do With fact. They are also related to personal

3lbid

-. 4 -
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emotions and biaees o

believe that

Emotixo is obvi4ously an extr. y-

important'factor in many,iof-
deaisions we make, and it"is, quite
appropriate that,:thisshduid be the

indiviOualS., The Kalants

'case in are-4,s of.vaiue jUdgment.4
"

Efforts to help individUal young people under-'

standapd accept values as'ithey relate to decision-
%.,

making "behaviors are &le, but only one, important

focus of educational effbrts to prevent drug abuse.

Other importai;t emphases,,ehould be included in a

well-canceiled program. henecessity to plan for

,the,implementation of a ,design which incorporates'an

"Alternatives Model" illuStrate by Allan X. Cohen's

work isanother stick emphasis. is model emphasizes

causes of drug abuse an,A -regui're8 the developMent and

communication of. alternative attitudes, strategies,

techniqUee, institutionachanges and life-styles,

which COuld diminish the desire for Using .drugs,-to

attain legitimate personal. aspirations. Cohen, rgues
: :2,

convincingly that the art of living is a cri ically

important skill for young people not reflected in-

course curricula and suggests the development of

alternatives based upon levels of experience and-
a

motives as the best possible prevention.5'

There are other promising proposals which'should

be related to a total educational effort. The point

is that preventive edudation in-drug abuse should

`Harold Kalant and ,Oriana j'osseau' Kalant, Dqr-u,v,
Society, and Personal Choice (Don Mills, Ohta'rto: Paper-
Jacks, General Publishing Co. LiMited,'1971),

Allan Y. Cohen, "The Journey beyond'Trips: Alterna-i

tives to Drugs," Journal of Psychedelic Drugs, Vol.3, No. 2.

r



. be, related to a total educatinal effort. The point is

t fiat pxeventiVe educatibn indrug abuse should encompaSs

a varietyzOf fechniqAes and processes, built.intb an*.
,.- .,

inter-related, coherent whole, featuring value clarifica-
..2-

ti-On and decision-making techniquds'and proceases4
.

We should conclude that there is no single saving (

device. The question of who should be a drug educator

raises the question 4f who indeedshouldbe a teacher.

So Much of what has been done in the name ofidruii

d
education has been irrational at worst or incomplete

and non-produCtive at least,- that one may Pe.,tempted to
, . -

. 4

I invest too much', f,aith ,i
,the en,lit ry-bf-'Value carifica-

. .,

t iqn techniques _.O."reolV,e-the.Probiem.i!.., ; .

't
. 'A :. .

.

Not all technic jies are' equally useful, to .all groups',
4 * -'.

all'individuals,. ana'all ,t&ach9--. Nile, adults. must know
. ., - .

group and thqindicyidus that compose wt. :

4,

/

.But an honest efort to.improVe the,Cliffiate and

rel tionshipsfin schools and to build the orredibiWty1
4....

of, each generatlphin,the educational settings,reqpire
,

j\ - i

'11

it:goci'd'fa'it,%effort. 14

_
One other consideration, wten-tiest\artexamining'

r-1.,
,

. arOles and'relatiOnshipei.when we see .the continutiO n.of' .
.1.

,A.
wishful thinkincr-about wads it000n.trol_behavibrs and seek

'to depart from tradition and expected', appkoachep to
. .

.

. . A

drug, abuse eaucatioh, we may be facin'perhaps the most

77-"d-ifficultof all prdbleMs. Because what "we are urging
.

involves less emphasis on infortron
drugs, more emphasts on 'the individual and
the meaning and fUnotioh of his drug use,.
on effective comkunicataon,dn the involveMent
of youth and of. the total,ommvnity; and an
attempt-to put 'drug use and abuse the

.rs ecti e of the Myriad problems faced by
y hhg-people as '"they five ,and learn arid grow
'toward maturity:6

6Now1T

.1_



VAL.LIE.CLiWICATION'-:A:01R6CESS
t

,

2..L)
ValStes Warification.is a valua 1 andrpractIcai-

...;oproA.Oh,tothe-edUcational task of ping' qhildren and

yoAnci people in more effective decisioning. A
- ,-_ 'central, task ofeducator today, is: do we help

Hit phi dren aitd young peop e mOve:throug tangles of

" per nal 'e,..lief , interests, 4.etit
Aic

e its. of inform

on!,. and. feelings'they.have about aoi. about qtlier
.0

.

.

,

.

.

.

:. , ;-. dj,

life,problemS? Ho(07 do' we. help'-',theIR ain the strengths t..
i -

makeLAntel,ligent,' fifefulf:@11 ecisions regarding 'i
.

? -
1

e)

their own- ives and learn .t:q A ept r44'211Sonsib'ility for
Y!

,

. .' the decis oris they make? To the extent that some already'

have many of thesd neceesary skills and sources, we can.

'reinforce-them. Tar!thsdae .who d6hq, V have a responsi-

bility to,,.build these Oallenge.S into edUcat °nal
--)- .,

lak

4 ,),
.7:

exparkiences-$ . s'..,

,

le Values citiri ica iN)n strategies'
-
rre particularly useful

, .), i

.and appropriate, (in drug abuSe eduoati#Uhere-so,thany young

P'eqpieareli'groping for :Ways tobuild--)Meaning and resourceful-

neSsand closer relationships' with others into their lives
,-, ,

ValueSoclarif4)catieNstra'tegieS, do not teach-a particul
, ... 4

seeof*valUes... Rather, they are designed to help childre
.., .

and y,pung peopleLso,rt..out tai about, And think through hei
^ r to

own values systems.. The emphasis cpf this approach and these

strategies is on PROCESS - on tle very personal process by
1

which an indivld1 defines his own value system and bY-whiCh.
, ,

,rte ,

hp makes constructive decisions -, decisions he can live with
. f ,

and take reSOOnSibi,lity for.
is

.-
1Values clarification is,anapproachmost frequently

associated with Luis Rath, Sydney:'Simon, Merrill Harmin, and
Howard Ki4dhenb'aum w.ho nave been running values education
workshops ar,ound the country-forducators for; -the past few

f ?-

\'.years, S.ae pages 54,-56 for fur-thei refiences
. -.., tx.,,.4 , '

7
It..



Values clarification

p.tudqntsbecause they

r
,levels

c

sy,ategies exIcite teachers ,

can

be Used with children and yoUng.people At all, grade

and ages and in all subjec4 matter areas;
/,

provide,a way to discuss.cobtroversial matters in a

ropmwith intellectual honesty and Yithont.,.pressuring
,

parents,

ih yiduals to take ofie position or another;

- pA rovide away for young people to confront and be

coa4 fronted by valuys they hold in 'a nonthreatening atmosphere

and, in a- way which allows and'even helps them challenge or

question their own pOsitipns; and .

.2

link together-cogni#'ive-7thin4ng 'and'affectivefeeling

behaviors for each person ?n a whole fashion - they say to

students that feelings and thinking together and are bound

up in all the decisions we make and ewe better 'deal with all

of them-

THE VALUING 'PROCESS.

For the purpcises of values clarification, the valuing

process i de*ined in aft operational fashion, in terms of how

it works. ('/..The valuing process' includes seven elerdehts

clustered in the three, action processes of CHOOSIWG, PRIZING,

and ACTING. These seven elements can be used as a set of

Criteria tothold_up-against any choice or decision a pexson

,makes to determine the nature or depth of value commitment.

CHOOSING:- 1. Chbosng from alternatives
2., Choosing after,Considering the

consequences'
3. . Choosing freely_

.(
4. onsidering what 'one prizes and

c erishes
5. Affirming one's choi7e publicly,

to others

PRIZING:

ACTING: 62 Doing something, acting
of one's choice

7, Doing so repeatedly-, as
. in one's life.'

- 8

in terms

a pattern



Though each-values clarification strategy,usually'eMPbasiz8s

',one.or more of the three processes of CHOOSING, PRIZ-TAVG, and

ACTING,each can be stretched to include all three, processes.

- Basically, the goal value's clarification techn to

. help young people

y - look for their own altIrnaitive ways 'of han ing

,Problems orNSituations, ?ecognizing'that each ii,,,An make

' different selections; A

't
-.examine the consequences, the whatrwoAild-happen'

probabilities, -for each alternative, and

- make persOnal.deltsions based ondanhohest And:
i

.

0' ,o

accurate assessment-of the information they have generated.

Nor does this de:Cision-making prOcess stop there., BY ern'phasiz-

ing PRIZING and ACTING proaeSses, in addition to "the CHOOSING,

Values clarification brings immed acy and meaning to the

.decisions young people begin to make for them4e1Vaa-

GROUN1E, RULES FOR USING VALUES
CLARIFICATION IN THE CLASSROOM

One thing we can 'be sure', of -7- there is no one adlicational

approach appropriate to all teaching styles or behaviors. Nor

is values cJarifioation appropriate for all teachra in all

-situations. If'teachers are going to be using va Rtes clarifica.-

tion strategies they heed to,be able to work within the ground

rules liOted below and be able t consider and resP°nd to the

considera-Aons'.and cautions that'will follow.
0
What kinds of GROUND RULES do teachers need to be ale..tcr

acdeptand use if they are going to try out'valuee"-clarifica-tion

strategies in their claSsrooms? They need.to .recognize that_ I.

- .values clarification is a PERSONAL P.ROCESS Each,

student may move at his own .rate or respOnd somewhat differently

frollelhi.s peers. That's-whatit is all about

people arrive at personal decisions rather than peer group

deci'sio'ns.-' It's really asking a young .person, "V/1 in charge

of .you?" and hearing him say, "I dm:"

1.



Values clarificatiOii requires open-ended teaching

and questions, There are no preAtermined answers, no right

ar wrong answers'. Within thel,values clarification framewOrk,

all are accepted -- as, the place people are at that point in

time, as the place to begin.

- The clssroorii atmosphere, climate, environment has to

be nonjndgMental and accepting. Ju.st as there are no judges,

lawyers or juries in i,t, there are no Winners-, no loser's._

- In any values cla'rification adti.vity,- the option to

pass is always vailable. The right to pass, the right not

to participate is always there.

These grckand rules are implicit in What happens each

--time a teacher use a vdlues clarification activity. Each'

strategy follows a similar developmental ,sequence: open up,

accePt7,push to clarify, accept. In other words," whenever

we use a values clarification activity, we move through

process - a series of ateps:-

OPEN UP,
GET,INFORMA-
TION OUT

.6

ACCEPT

PUSH TO
CLARIFY

7 ACCEPT

The first step is to open up the area, to get
information out, to stimulate/a person -to
think about value-related things, to.make a
response, and to share hiL; response with others.
Questions and teaching are open-ended, there are
no right or wrong answers, no predetermined
answers.

The second step is to adept his thoughts and
feelings without judging them. This step tells
him that it.is safe to be honest with us and
himself, no matter how confused or negative his
thoughts or feelings might be. In values clari-
fication, there are no lawyers, judges or. juries
-- there are no winners, no losers. At any
point, anyone can pass.

The third step is. to stimulate the person to do
some additional thinking, t'o think more about a
position he has taken, or a decision he has
tentatively made, so that he moves toward more
Comprehensive levels of valuing.

Once again, we accept the response -- whatever
it is, here-and-now.

10 -



CAUTIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS

One of the most intriguing things about values clarifi-

cation as a teaching-learning approach is that teachers do,

not need; extensive training to try put some of these

activities. They must respect the ground rules, bilt experience

in the process itself builds further skill using more complex

values clarification strategies. Teachers can start small,

building in values clarification activities for a few minutes

each day and gradually expanding the quantity and quality of

involvement as the teacher grows more 'comfortable with the

process and as the students grow more skilled in using the

techniques.

-. However, there are some matters teachers need to give prior

1.1.oughI and consideration to How would you deal with these?

... PASSING

...,PRIVACY

8bNFIDENT-
ALITY

If these strategies are truly open-ended, w.

at any point ,a person'has the right to PASS,
. in effect to say: "I prefer not to commit
myself right now," "I don't know," "I'm not
ready to share my ideas right now." In running
your classroom, can YOU MAKE ROOM for thi' right?

Values clarification is essentially ,a personal
process that goes on within and between
individuals at different rates, in diffe-ent
ways. Can you ,live with' this? For example,
if students are keeping VALUES JOURNALS in which
they probe their own thoughts' and feelings in
relation to various positions they have taken,
would you, feel comfortable in asking them to share
only those parts they want to with you every so
often? Would you be able to live with the instruc-
tion to *them that they are to remove from their
journal anything they are not ready tb share? Or
they are to write on the top of anypage they 'want
to "DO NOT READ" and you would not read it?

To what extent can you comfortably deal with
confidential kinds of statements which students
might make to you or to each other? Respecting
a child's or student's privacy and confidences
can be a real responsiblity, but a necessary one
if values clarification processes are, to be truly
worthwhile. Respecting a student's privacy and
confidentiality means not only in front of his
classmates, iut with other faculty, too.



MARKING

I

Traditional marking systems hardly
in with values clarification work. How
can you reshape your markilig systeM to fit
the assumptions and procedures of values
clari:fication?,

Keep these considerations and the guidelines in mind, but

begin' now to try out some of;.these activities in your classroom.

You don't have to spend an hour a, day on them. Many of them

-will fit into 15 and 20 minute'time'cracks"-in the day. YoU

may want to spend larger blocks of time on values clarification

activities as both you and the'students become more skilled in

using ,the,se techniques and are drawn deeper into examining your

ownvalueS-and attitudes and position throughout the school

year.

Value -rich) areas that ,iften need values' clarification:. are:

family money friendship
love leisure DRUGS .

sex DRUGS self-appraisa l

work religion violence

DRUGS ethics

1 If you use-these activities regularly, over time, what can

you expect students to be able to do? They should be able to:

- fomulate a statement of belief which accurately reflects
their own values;

- defend their statements and maintain their values even when
they differ from those of their peers;

- ask,questiOns of others about their own and others' values;
- seek information when experiences and observations conflict

with values;
- alter their-value positions on the basis of new expeiiences .and

information;
- discuss alternative values;
understand the intensity of their values and the intensity with
which values are held by others;

- \ect on their values and examine the effects of their actions;-
- explain why and how peer pressure influences values; and

openly express their values in public.

ItL;1.2-
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,OPENERS AND ICEBREAKERS

WHAT THEY ARE; Introductory activities to use with a new group whose
members.don't know one another or to use with an existing'

group to set a new tone or mood or atmosphere of acceptance and openness.

WHAT THEY DO; At a minimal level, they help group members learn each
Other's names. They help' legitimize the expression of

feelings people have. They say to people that feelings are real, are a

part of us,d'and deserve tolpe recognized and accepted. Finally,-they help

people - children, young people,:and adults get in touch with themselves,
identify things that describe how they feel about themselves at this time.

HCW TO DO THEM: A series of "opener" activities is presented below.
Variations and alterations of each are explored. If you

haVe the tune, these activities work well in the sequence in which they are

presented. You may want to alter the sequence or introduce othei variations

bf your own, depending on the age and experience levels of the group, your
purposes, and the time you have. Note that some of these activities can be
used again and again; others are one-shot activities, at least with any one

group.

1. Open up the group: NAME CARDS. (Give eachperson a card -3x5", 4x6"

or a small piece of paper.) Print your name on it in large letters (with

felt tip pens or crayons).
Variation: Print your name. Now print 4 words that describe you -

how you-see yourself as a person, ideas about yourself you would like to

share with others, but all the words must end in -ING,-for example: caring,

feelings, hoping, coping, fearing, loving, trying.... .Then, somewhere on

the card, write the name of one person you have known that has been very

important or influential in your life. Finally, write the name of the place

youi would like to live, if you could live anywhere in the world.

2. Conduct a short getting-together activity -.MILLING, SHARING TRIOS,

or just having them interview and introduce each other to the rest of the

group, whatever is appropriate.

MILLING. Let's all move to the front (back, side) of the room where

we Can move about. Let's see if we can say "hello" to people with our eyes,
rather than with our voices. We're going to move around the room saying,

"hello" to:each person, without sayina word. To get started, pick one

person you would like to know better, move up to that person;-read his name

and his card,'--all" it say "hello"-with only your eyes, then move on

k.,
to .another person, and another, until you have greeted everybody.. Have you

picked a person you.would like to know better? Say "hello." (After most

have had a chance to.greet everybody...) Now, this time, but again without

saying a thing, move around'the room with ,a smile and,a handshake for everybody.

SHARING TRIOS. (Could follow milling or be used instead of it. Can be

used off and'on again during a semester as a change of pace. The basic idea

is that individuals form trios, spend a few minutes discussing the, topic

12
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OPENERS AND ICEBREAKERS -

.
.

or idea that the leader gives them cone person in each trio theh mdVes can to
another trio and. is replaced byt:anab,hery People get a chance meet one another,
and each persoh gets'a chance to tat ; legitimately, Topics or ideas which
the leader tosses put can be'any app priate subject, depending upon the
level of security, openness, and experience of the group members.).

Pick two other people you would like to know beAer, form a trio., and move off
to a place in the room where the three of you can talk. When you get situated,
introduce yourselves t& each other, and briefly tell the other members in
your trio about the time when you had the most fun ,gately. (A few minutes
later...) Within each trio, decide who wants to be an eagle, who. wants to
be a lion, and who wants to be an owl. (A minute later...) Will all the eagles
say goodby to 'their trios and fly away y) another one? (A minute later ...)
In your new trios, will each of you tell the others what you like to do best
when you have some spare time. (A few minutes later...) Now, will the lions
in each trio wave goodby and roar off to another trio. (A minute later...)
In your new trios, will each of you tell the others about what you like to do
best with your families. (A few minutes later...) Now,e_will the owls whisper

.t.,4-...

goodby and wing your way over to another trio. (A minute later.,..) In this
trio, tell the others 'about a plan you made -and carried out, within the last,
year or so. (A few minutes later...) Now, let's all move back into the total
group.

HERE=AND7NOW WHEEL. Take off you naM card, turn it over, and draw a large
circle on the back of the card. Now, draw two intersecting lines at right
angles to each other, making four spokes inside the wheel that -is formed.
(Illustrate on the blackboard) on each -of7the spokes (or in:each of the four\

quarters), write a word.describing how you
are feeling as a result of the session so far.

able
We all have feelings that develop or arise from\
things we do, situations in which we find our- "

selves. ,These feelings are normal and natural \

and a part of being a person. Being ware of
and getting in touch with our own feelings is
an important part of knowing ourselves.

Now, turn your card back over. This exercise is designed to help us think about
what we are feeling. The HERE-AND-NOW WHEEL with our feelings on it is our
own private information-right now.. It represents our inner self.

Put your name card back on, but with the HERE-AND-NOW'WHEEL next to your body
and your name facing out. The name side represents our outer self, what we
share with others. Our outer self faces out and we can wear it_the rest of the
time today, but our inner self, as represented by the WHEEL is inside, facing'
us.

tL,



CLARIFYING RESPONSES

How can we respond meaningfu ly, in an open, non-judgmental fashion,
to the things that people to us or confide'in us?: Often they,
realIy\don't want our opinioI -7 they want someone tb listen to
them and to. try. td\understand them. In many cases, they are think-
ing aloud. How can we help them think more carefully or consider
more deeply? -- USE A CLARIFYING RESPONSE.-

-".Clarifying responses are often short, one-shot encounters between
an adult and student -- e icounters that help young people see
better what they really think, valuer or feel about what has been
said or done. BefOre loolAng through the examples of clarifying
responSes listed below, a caution by Raths, Harmi(f, and Simon seems
very appropriate:

I \

The acid test for any res onse is whether or not it
resnitsin a person.,reflecting on what he-has' said or'
done;.clarifying, getting to know himself better,
exaMining,hiS choices,, considering what he prizes,
looking at patterns in his life, and so on. Ifth
response makes the student defensive, .,or getS'him,
say what the adult wants him to,saY, or gives him the
feeling the adult is nagging him,:it,is being...used
improperly or with poor timing. An accepting, non-
committal attitude on the part Of' the person making
responses is crucial.

Now for some examples. of clarifying. responses:

1. Are you saying that ...
(repeat)?

2. Is this something you think
highly of?

3. Are you gladabout'that?
4. How did you feel when that

happened?
5. What other poSsibilities'

are there?

6. Did you consider any.
alternatives

7. How long have you felt
that way?

8. What else did you consider
before you picked this idea?

9. Was that something that you
yourself selected or chose?

10. What do you do about that idea?

-

11. Caniydu give me some examples
(a ufor instance) of. that .,idea?

12. What do you mean by can
you define that word?

13. If you d141._ that, what would
happen?

14. Would youreally do that or
are you just ..talking ?`'

15. Did you say that ... (repeat
in some dis,torted fashion)?

16. Have ,you thought much about
that idea"(or behavior)?

17. What's really good about this
choice that makes it stand out
from the other'possibilitids?

18. Are there some reasons behind
your chodee?

19. What are some.good things about
that notion?.

20. Is what you express consistent
with... (nott something else the
person said or did that may
point. to an inconsistency)?



CLARIFYING RESPON

r,

Is that-a personal preferende7' 26.Do you value that?
or do you think most people ..--27. ,DO you think p ple will always/
believe that? , believe that? 0, "Would

22. How can I help -If-6U do some- Chinese peatantsrand African \i

thing about your idea? What ".,'hunters also ,believe thatZ" Or','
seems to be the difficulty? "Did pebple long ago believe

23. Do you do this often? ,,,, that?"
,'24. Wouldyou like to'tell others

bout\your ideas?
Would (:).u,do-the same thing .

25. thing
t.1 .

over again?

Es 2

UNFINISHED* BUSINESS

"UNFINISHED BUSINESS" is merely the response/that teachers can use
when a group has not had, enough time to fini4h; p a discussion or
when two students or a teacher and a studelltihav a discusSion. going
that others are not particularly interested/in.

"UNFINISHED BUSINESS" can be the term used to signal that we as
individuals need to, take responsibil4.ty to:finish up a discussion
with each other, particularly if the rest of a group wants to move
on and ,two or three pebple are still chewing over a 'set of ideas.'

16
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COAT OF ARMS-
-1

WHAT IT IS: .A short activity to help' people adults and
young people -- take a pers'onal and private °

look at some of the.things .they choose, prize,-and value'.

=

'WHAT IT DOES: Gets people started%thinking bout things they
, dare about, things tbat are important to them.

Having to dr'w pictures, signS, and symbols, -, rather than writing
words. - adds tan extra'dimension to he exercise, and ,helps preserve
privacy of feelings and ideas. /'

HOW TO DO IT: (Have available, if possibae, outline copies of
the coat of arms) to distrjbate/to group members.

[See the folio ing page] It is also helpful to be able to draw
the outline the coat of arms on a chalkboard. Depending up
the age illid xperience level of the participants you may ant to
spend some ti e talking about a "cbat of arms" and how sycfpols oiii

it coded what a family stood for and had done :, in its history.) '

There .are six areas in this coat of arms. You .are going- to be
,asked to make a drawing - to draw a picture, sign; or symbol -

1 each of the areas #1 through #5. Do not use words except with-#6.
Your drawings can be simple, incomplete, 4nd.eVen unintelligible to
others, - as long as you know what they mean. This is private infor-
mation for...you.

In #1 - draw a picture, sin .or symbol to represent:
YOUR GREATEST SUCCE'SS (sOmething you are proudest of

having done)

- draw a picture; sign, or symbol to represent:
YOUR FAMILY'S GREA;EST SUCCESS

#3 ...SOMETHING. SONEONE CAN 4,0 FOR YOU OR WITH YOU TO MAKE YOU
FEEL GOOD

#4 ...YOUR GREATEST FAILURE

#5 IF YOU KNEW YOU HAD ONLY ONE TEAR TO LIVE, WHAT WOULD BE YOUR
NIE WISH? Draw a picture,'sign, or symbol 'to represent it.

#6 Write down THREE WORDS ITU WOULD WANT OTHER PEOPLE TO USE To
DESCRIBE YOU AFTER YOU'RE GONE.

FURTHER USE: The COAT OF ARM activity is a personal kind of
activity and using drawings enables individuals to keep it private.
You may want to have them'use or probe or 'Dash their Teas and feel-
ings a little further if there is time and if the time is" right.

- 17 -



7 COAT .0F.ARMS

IP they trust one another, or. if they regularly St.Ork,
in SUPPORT, GROUPS., you MIght;Want to have them move
into.spall groups and pick one'areaof their COAT OF
ARMS to tell the rest of the'.group about., Remember,
individuals have the right to pads - and you have
emphakizedithat this is a perSonal and private .

activity.

You Might have them select one (Yr the areas on, their
COAT OF1N2MS and.then write more.about their feelings
and thoughts about it in their VALUES JOURNAL.'

, SAMPLE OF SH ET TO DISTRIBUTE:

YOUR PERSONAL COAT OF ARMS

In az.eas:'#1 through #5 below, maka a drawing -,a picture sign, or
symbol - to express your ideas. Do not use words ecept_wii. #6.
Your drawings can be simple, incomplete, and, unintelligib,le to
others', as long as you know what they mean.

"`g

,18
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'''LIKE LIST

WHAT IT 15, A short activity to help people take a fresh look, or another,

WHAT IT DOES: look, at what they really like to do, what activities they
value, how thei,,spend their time, and how their interests

may be' changing over time.

HOW TO DO LT: Take a piece of paper (or use a'page of'your,VALUES JOURNAL.)
Put the date at the top of the page. Leave the left-hand

.third of the page blank -starting about two- ,thirds of the way over, make
a list of.10 (dr-15 or 20 - depending upon age,of group, time'you have, etc.)
things you like to d When you have a chance. (Give them enough time to get
most of the list com leted.) Now, let's take a further look at the, list.

Go back and put (a risk), next to the 5 things you like to do best.
A -ne t to thoSe things.Vou would be )willing to tell .others about.,

"

next -othose=items where there is some efsonal risk
to you attached-

p,- next to those items tleat cost money to do.
N - next to those things that are new in your life in

the past 6 months or, So.

Now look back at those thingsyou put-an asteriskon'. When did you last do
those things you like' to-best? Put an approximate date neXt to each.
Take a minute to look over your list to see what it tells you about yourself,
You may want to think further a11out some-of these qUestions:

How recently or how often Oo you do whatyou'really like to do best?
How many of the things you best like to do (with an *) also cost

money (have a $); How many don't cost money? ,

Are there a lot of neW thingSin your life? Or are you a persOn who
keeps pretty much to old familiar things?

Areyou a "private" kind of person who would rather not tell others
about many of, the :things in your life drdo you tend tobe an
"open book" kind of person?

Write down Some I LEARNED statements on your paper or VALUES JOURNAL "I LEARNED
that I am a person who ...."

VARIATIONS AND FURTHER USE:

You may want to do this exercise periodically with a group you are Working
with (hence the date) and.haVe them compare what they put down on one occasion
with what they LIKE LIST at another time. For example, with a classroom group,
you might want them to do a LIKE LIST at the beginning\gf the school year,
near the middle, and again at the end.

You may want to add to the code suggests.above or change these codes,
whatever is appiopriate.

2
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WHAT IT IS:

v
VALUES VOTING

a short, snappy way -of seeding a group.With meaningful
ideas - and issues and positions to think about-A.1rd talk

about

WHAT IT DOES;: gives individualS in the grOup a chance to. ind out where
they are and where otherS are in- relation- to issues -- -in

a NON-JUDGMENTAL, OPEN, COMMUNICATIVE setting,)in the HERE -AND -NOW.
Helps people see that these things. are of concern to others,.kop. Shows

people that it is legitimate to discuss lovp, hate, divbrce, and other
human problems in a claSS or gr4oup.setting. Bringg out differences in
how people see and feel about issues and problems' -- differences which
tend .-tó be hidden. in general .discussions, Helps everyone gather data
aboutfeelingS, attitudes, and ideis that People in the group have about
select&I issues -- drugs, Vietnam; health care, taxes, the American
Revolution, the atomicbomb and so on. By'voti,ng now and discussing
later, people are encouraged "to, think about issues independently'.. '"

HOW,TOD0 IT Ina small group, have everyone.sit around in a circle
so that everyone can see each other. If the group is

larger, pull out apatielof six,to eight people who are generally,
representative of the people in the total group (male-female, adult-
student, parent-teacher, etc.) Or demonstrate some with a panej and
then have the total group vote on others.

-,,After a brief discussi, n of the-ideas-behind'valuing.and.the value
clarifica*Ion process,' and after serecting the demonstration panel
(if thisi is necessary), the leader demonstrates HOW:.TO VOTE on each
of the questions he is going to be asking the group:

RAISE HAND if:positive or inrsugport-of the idea.
FOLD ARMS - if neutral, have no position", or' do not With to take

a position right now
HOLD OUT FIST WITH:THUMP DOWN - if negative or in opposition to

the issue in the question
WAVE HAND VIGOROUSLY if strongly positive or supportive
STIR THUMB VIGOROUSLY - if stronglp.negative or opposed

NOTE: With only a'brief pause after the group or the:panel has voted =,*
on a question, TEE'LEADER VOTES, TOO, The leader:sh'ares his positions
with the group, but in :a manner designed not to inflUence how group
'Members vote.

WHAT HAPPENS: Everyone, panel aidthe total group, gets inyoved and
wants to.start di,cussing,the issues.preSented. When to

stop voting and start discussing? Play it by ear!



VALUES VOTING\. 2

SOME SAMPLES AND EXAMPLES

o

RITE'YOUR OWN VALUES VOTING QUESTIONS At least in the beginning --
until you are sure- of, your trust

relationship with a partiddkar group -- avoid questions which might,
-embarrass individuals or w ich might invade their'priVacy. Remember --
questions which might be.a propriate in a Family LiYing class might be
questionable orinapprOp -ate in an ,English clasS, a Social Studies
class, or a Science class. Questions usually should be phrased as "How,
many of you...$" questions.

AND USE THEM REGULARLY WITH YOUR CLASS At any one time, start out with
,

40.

lead-in questions to warm up the
group -7 throw. in "issue" "questions'later. 'Encourage an OPEN,
NON - JUDGMENTAL, ATTITUDE. ,MORE 'IMPORTANT, BE THAT. WAY YOURSELF: Usually,
7 or e questions are enough to get,a group ready f* a rousing-.discussion.
Encourage qi=bilp members to write .down and turn in values qdestions of

their owri.. USE THEM THE NEXT TIME. Come back .to some of the old questions
at later times to give peOplea chance to change theirminds2andindicate:.
so p'db'licly. You. may want tb push this activicyli'further and have people
'write i their VALUE JOURNAL in\relation to one df the questions and their
positi n it.

TO G TAtTED, YOU MIGHT LIKE TO TRY OUT SOME OF THESE SAMPLt QUESTIONS

-.FOR ,ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN

HOW MANY OF YOU .:.
would like to live in the country?

... daydream often?

... have-had to 'Ito something that took a lot of courage?

... like being alone? .

feel good about what happens in .school'; most of the tIme7.

get hurt,.feeling'Veasily
.
feel lonely sometimes,.even in the midst of yoUr'familv-:

. spend-most of your spare time watching television or vying with
.friends?

. know-Someone who smokes pot or marijuana?
take_aspirin when you have a fever or a headache?,

. know someone Who takes pills everyday?
... usually find plenty to do, even when no one ele is around?



VALUES VOTING -

SOME SAMPLES'AND EXAMPLES

FOR:bLDER STUDENTS AND.ADnTS

HOW MANY OF YOU

. : got endugh sleep Jest night?
. ,thi4k you have a hole in yOur sock or stocking right

. spend most.,of yi our spare time watching teleVision-or
friendS?.. ;,

. - .

... are on the-Vitamin C IDndwaclon?
generally take time, to meditate or:breathe deeply

... know someone who uses pot (grc aS'S, Weed)?:

..... know..-someone who, is anajgoholic?,

...: question the use of amphetamines (pep pills)
think seniors in high school- should be given
information?

. feel happy about what you're doing with your life?

now?
talking with

each day?

to control appetite?
full birth control

know people who take amphetamines,(pe,pillsT?'
. .. know,someonewhd regularly 'uses sleepil'ig pills, tranquilizers,

or barbiturates (downers)? 110.
knol4 at least one:adult you can always go to-to stalk about your-

problems?
.., feel lonely sometimes, even when u!sre with friends or family?

, , always take aspirin when you have a feVer or headache or just an

ache?:.

u ually find, plenty to do, even when no one else is around?
o el sure that you will never smoke?

... h Ve kicked a heavy. tobacco habit? _

ink drug. abuse is now or is potentilly a Critical problem in
y ur community r.

.

,
. ''''s

,

. . h ve everuSed an illegal drug, including some else's prescrip-
.t on.pill?, , ()

ve never t41}centranquilizers, barbiturates, or sleeping pills,
e cept in a hdspital?

... t ink that the pr drug problem ill" this country is alcohol?
,... h ve,reduced youi" intake of drugs - 'of all kinds. -7 in the

post year or so?

2 4
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RANK ORDERING

WHAT IT IS: '1,2,ank. ordering usually'' presents 3 alternatives
that peOple.are to place, in priority order._

first_choice, second.choice, and third.choice.. Some meml1e;$V.
of the, group are asked to say ..a]pucrilbw they ranked -the' thfret
items. Discussion mayor may not follow..`'

WHAT LTDOES: Gives-ped151e-practioe in making choices' showp_
that different people have different Preferences.

-7 no one set of preferences may be right forall'people and .all
gets people to think later about the c'ho'ices thY make

now, and really gets,Teople talking.
._

:t 4

HOW' TO DO_IT a,small group (10 ,py-fewer)11-ave everyone state
`the Order in which' they 'ranked the three items.

To help everyone keep track it is usually most helpful have
PartiCipants .Use,key words to identify the items they are ranking,
rather than 'numbers or lettdraA.See underlining in- exaMPles). In
a larger group, use a representativepanel to rank the items. Let

--the rest observe- (they will be silently participatitig anyhow). Or
.afte the panel has ranked, the three-items; haveAheNadience vote
on hOW'many ranked each item in -first placeRemember: a Person
may pass; Af-heisn't ready to Commit' himSelf.publicly at this -time.

NOTE: The leader states his rankings after otherS have done so:

As people are ranking the items, dne Terson may want to chart
rankings in order to display differentet. Discussion might t-follOw
the rank ordering, particularly if:the items in the rank ordering
were relevant to other things the,,group,is doing then and there.
Or it might. be useful to Ilse-the technique one,44y with no dis
cussioni then use the same items the next dayt and then' have people
talk about write about changes in preferences from one day to the
nexti or alternatively Whyno changes occurred. Follow uP might be
to '.have people,who have similar rankings'get together briefly in small
groups and talk about the thinking and feeling behind their positions-

WHAT HAPP'ENS: ,Both. students and adults really want to, talk 'aboiit'.-,
why they.made the. choices they did -- what considera-'

tions they took into account. Making, a publiccomMitment" (or even
deciding not to at this time) and hearing:others perhaps take,
different positions starts people to thinking about where they really
are, and where they want to be.

REMEMBER KEEP THE RANK ORDERING -;AND ANY DISCUSSION THAT

FOLLOWS,OPEN-AND NONL:JUDGMENTAL,



RANK ORDERING -'

SOME SAMPLES AND EXAMPLES,

.
WORK OUT YOUR OWN RANK ORDER,MATERIALSi Choices should:not be

simple. If everyone in

the group ranks the choices the same way, different rank order

items are probably necessary; rssues raised should be interest-

ing and relevant. Sometimes issues are raised that are not

Ordinarily discussed in public so that people can get to know how

others feel about them.

AND USE THEM OFTEN WITH THE GROUP TO
GET THEM THINKING ABOUT WHAT VALUES
LIE BEHIND DECISIONS THEY MAKE TODAY. When running a rank order

exercise, keep the tone of

digcussioh OPEN, ACCEPTING, and NON-JUDGMENTAL. If necessary,

protect individuals from embarrassment or harrassment for what they

believe. Discussion may follow this exercise; but it need not.

Group members may enjoy having some psychological time and space to

thinWthrough where they were one day and where they are today., If

time for discussion: After several people have rank ordered the

items, someone will have an opposite order from a previous respondent.

The leader may wish to call that to his attention and ask, "Would you

like-to comment on that?" or "Would either of you care to say any-,

thing about the order in which you ranked the items?",

TO GET STARTED. YOU MIGHT LIKE TO TRY OUT SOME 'OF THESE SAMPLE

EXERCISES
... FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN

HOW WOULD YOU RANK THE FOLLOWING' THREE ITEMS WHIG IS.
YOUR FIRST CHOICE,'YOUR SECOND CHOICE, AND YOUR THIRD CHOICE?

1. Be responsible
Be honest
Be obedient

4. Be capable
Be.loving
Be courageous

2. Be forgivimg 3. Be clean
Be helpful J Be openminded
Be Imaginative Be ambitious

5. Would you rather be spanked if you-
prd something wrong, have your
ivileges taken away for a week, or

be isolated:from your friends for a

week.

6. If you had $10 million to spend, how would you rank the
following as ways to spend it?

7.

- Clean up polluted rivers and streams
- Train poor people to learn new j9bs to support themselVes

- Build a hospital to improve health care

- 24 -.



RANK ORDERING

SOME SAMPLES AND EXAMPLES

... FOR OLDER STUDENTS AND ADULTS ...

1. How would 17812 like to be
. desaribed? (from best to

least)

- Curious
- Open
- Acts on beliefs

2. If you had solid evidence
that a student was a pusher,
which would you do?(most
likely to least)

-.Call police
- Talk to student
Do nothing

3. How would you rank the
following from most
satisfactory to least?

- To love someone, but lose-
- Never to Love at all
- To be loved more than you

foVv-someone

4. How would you rank these
choices from the-most desir-
able to least?

4
'-

- Front line fighting in Vietnam
- Going to jail for refusilk to'.

be drafted, into the Armed Forces
-\Losing your U.S. citizenship

for evading the draft in
Canada or Europe

5. ,-In-terms of what You want from
Your life, how would you rank
these from most desirable to
least?

- Comfortable life
.- An exciting life
- A sense of. accomplishment

6. Which would you least
like to be?

- Blind
- Deaf
7 Paraplegic (paralysis

of lower half ofbody,
including both legs.)

7. If Omar Khayam (or Kahlil.
. Gibran) were alive today,
what would he most likely be?

- A philosophy professor
- A businessman
- A hippie

8. If a student has confided
in a teacher that he has
been experimenting with
drugs what should the teacher
do?

- Notify school administratiqn
- Do nothing
- Consult with student to try

to help him decide what he
needs to do as a next step

9. Both teachers and students
have observed two students
frequently selling or distri-
buting pills and pot to other
students on school grounds.
What should these teachers and
students do?

- Call police
- Report situation to school(

administration
- Do nothing



''EITHER OR

WHAT IT IS: A choice-making strategy. People are asked to move around,
to "vote" with their feet, and then talk about the choices

they.maketo each other. In parliamentary accedure, it's a "division of

the house."

WHAT IT DOES: As a "break" in a series-of activities, EITHER -OR has people

taking stands physically. It can be used with a large group
of people, and it is a good way of involving an audience if you have been
using a demonstration panel in a values clarification presentation. It is

also a good. transition activity between RANK ORDERING (three Choices) and
the VALUES CONTINUUM. As peopleparticipate in EITHER-OR, it is inevitable
that some want to place themselves along a continuum' (be a "compulsive

moderate") rather than have to make choices among a fixed number of choices.

HOW TO DO IT ,Sometimes we do have to make choices between two ideas or
two things, though usually we would rather have more

possibilities open:to us. But, let's see how it feels to make these kinds

of EITHER-OR choices. Let's all get together up here in the front (side)

of the room. I am going to ask you to think of yourself in relation to

some choices. FOr example, "Do you think of yourself as a saver or a

spender?" If you are a saver, move to the front (left side, etc.)- the

EITHER side of the room. If, on the other hand, you think of yourtelf as
a spender, move to the back (right side, etc-). the. OR part of the room.

Take a minute now to turn to someone near you, and talk just briefly with

each other about how you see yourself as a saver or a spender. (Give them

a minute or so and continue, with the choices. If convenient, you may want

to begin writing the EITHER-OR choices on the chalkboard, as you mention them.)

To continue, EITHER , - OR

DO YOU SEE YOURSELF,AS a' grouper - loner
city person - country person .

risk taker - play-it-safer
doer - putter-Offer

punCtual - late
Pilgrim - stay-it-homer

drug .prone, - - "drug - resistant

(incl. alcohol
& tobacco)

(After each body choice, you may want to ask them to turn, to a new person and

talk about how they made that choice'for themselves., Or you may want to suggest

ityoff and on. When the series of choices is completed and everyone is seated'
again, you may want to ask them 'to Clarify their choices further.),, On paper,

(or in your VALUES JOURNAL) jot down a list of the choices you made for yourself.

Take a look at them. Does there seem to be any logical connection for you among

these choices? How do they fit-together? What do they tell you about yourself?

Can you write a I LEARNED statement? For example, I LEARNED that I'm the kind

of person that '(Alter a few minutes..).WoUld any of you like to share .

your statements with the rest of us?

NOTE( This activity can be:adapted to work the class is doing. The EITHER-OR

choices might be in relation to characters in stories, issues in social studies

or science, and so on.
- 26 -
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VALUES CONTINUUM

WHAT IT IS: An appropriate, useful way of handling discussions of
complex, and often controversial, issues. Involves

the use of a continuum to discuss. alternative ways of responding to
theselected issue or problem.

WHAT IT DOES: Provides a way of helping people use a continuum to
look into the various aspects of an issue ..or problem --

to identify alternatives and reduce "either/or
thinking,
to show that it is useful to search for alter-
natiVes, and
to predict consequences before making a choice

HOW IT WORKS: The leader takes an issue which is relevant to what the
group is studying or interested in, draws a continuum

on the chalkboard, and.identifies two polar extreme positions.

F FOR EXAMPLE: ISSUE: RESPONSIBILITY

DO NOTHING LET ME AT
DAVE LOUIE

The leader then asks group members to identify a range of behaviors
that fall in intermediate positions on the continuum. The leader
writes these behaviors on the continuum, positioning them appropriately.
Sometimes the leader suggeSts one or more alternatives when he thinks
of some the groUp has overlooked.

x-
.

After representative positions are written down, individuals on a
representative panel or "voluyteers" identify where they personally
are and their names are written below the line opposite the behavior
they can identify with.

A,VARIATION Draw a continuum on a long piece of shelf paper which is
`taped to the chalkboard. State the issue across the top.' Have members
of the class identify alternativ&positions or behaviors along the
Continuum, and write them above the line.. Leave a felt tip pen handy.
During the week, let students decide where they are by writing their
names below the lind in appropriate positions. Also leavea roll of
masking tape handy so that st!Idents can cover up their names if they
change their mindS and want to write in their names elsewhere. After
students have had time to "own" different behaviors, the leader may
initiate a discussion or ask them'to consider what consequences of
some of the alternative behaViors'are.

KEEP THE MOOD OF THE ENTIRE EXERCISE NON-JUDGMENTAL!

WHAT HAPPENS: People begin to realize there aren't just two positions
on any question -- there are alternatives and each has

its own consequences:
iztn
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VALUtb LUNFINUUM - 2

SOME SAMPLES .AND EXAMPLES

. ISSUE: A teacher discovers a student smokin
schooLloathrooM. What should he do?

BANISH HIM
FROM THE
COUNTRY

marijuana in the

,INVITE EVERYBODY TO
A POT BARItY

ISSUE: A student discovers a teacher smok'ng marijuana in the
teachers' lounge' after school. Wh t should he do?

BANISH HIM
FROM THE
COUNTRY

JOIN
IHIM

ISSUE: Students are regularly throwing food around-And at each,
other in the cafeteria. Almost-all students:seem to be
participating. What should the faculty and administration do?

CLOSE THE GIVE THEM
SCHOOL MORE
FOREVER "AMMUNITION"

.

4. "ISSUE: A social studies teacher has been working with one of his
students who needed a lot of help. One session, the student
tells the teacher that a gi.oUR of five boys -- none of whom
are personally known to the teacher -- are shooting heroin
regularly. What should the teacher do?

. ISSUE:

SEND-THEM
TO TURKEY
FOR OPIUM

.-7LINE UP A
BETTER PUSHER

A seventh grade student is Walking down the hall swingi ng
his jacket. 'Just as he passes the 'Assistant Principal, he
drops the'jacket. As the.Assistant Principal'picks up the
jacket to 'hand it to tne student; a bag of marijuana and
some pills fall out. What 'should the Agsistant Principal do?

SEND HIM MAKE AN APPOINTMENT
TO WITH THE STUDENT SO
MEXICO THAT BOTH CAN TRY

SOME DOPE'

6. ISSUE: You feel someone is "messing over you" all the time, and
you're angry. What do you do?

SHIP' HIM
TO SIBERIA HUG HIM



VALUES CONT*Utl-

SOME SAMPLES AND EXAMPLES

7. ISSUE: A student has confided in a teacher that he has
been experimenting.with drugs. What should the
teacher do?

BANISH HIM
FROM THE JOIN.
COUNTRY k_ HIM

8. ISSUE': Both, teachers and students have observed two
students frequently' 'selling or distributing
pills and pot to other. students in the school
and on it grounds. It's an open secret. What
should these teachers and students do?

-

CLOSE SET UP
DOWN SHE t

A
SCHOOL STORE

9: ISSUE:

41

10. ISSUE:

3 .;
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FORCED CHOICE

.

This version ci.f,tbe FORCED CHOICE values
..

clarification
strategy was prepared by Mr. Don Beatty, Assistant
Superintendent, Curriculum, Garden City Public Schools.
After' an initial discussion.of the three processes of
valuing -- choosing, prizing, and acting -- Dan Beatty
uses this activity to

)

open up cOmmuniFation and
9disCussiin: within a group.

.

. ,
INTRODNI!I041 \

The following exercise is intended to challenge your personal
system of values in the drug abuse area in a tep -by -step.

proo-ss. Op a piece of paper, pleaSe number from 1. through 10.
I will deScribe 10 situations, one at 'a t\ime. Eachsituation
will have key words to, identify' it. AS,I \describe each of these

,.' situations,think about HOW STRONGLY you,feel about that situation
-- not how positive or negative, but how'sTongly. Use number 1
to indicate)the situation you .feel most strongly about, and
number 10, the situation that you.feel least\strongly about. 'As
you lis,ten to the lOtsituations, write down the key words between
1-And 10.

'\,

.....--

1. How strongl do you feel about the cpstoms \officer i New York
who'accepts aTbribe to allow 10 pounds Of heroin to slip
through customs into.thiS country? You can identify thiS by
the key words -"CUSTOM BRIBE". If you feel extremely strongly
about thi,, you might place this after number 4; if you feel a.

that this is not very, disturbing place CUSTOM BRIBE after
number 9 or 10. You can put it anyplace you want to and you
Can change it as many times as you want to, as we contfnue,to
rank and value different situations. When we complete this
exercise, ,you'lf have a list)54inning with 1, the, item you
feel most.sttongly,about, to number 10, the item you feel least
strongly about. b

2. How do you feel about the young man who turns on his\est
friend to H (Heroin)? Use FRIEND to identify this situation.

3. How strongly do you feel about the policeman on a beat who
takes a bribe to turn his back so that the pusher can deal?
Use BRIBE to identify this one.

/

A high school student goes in to see a Counselor requesting
help because of drug involvement. As soon as the student
leaves, the counselor calls the student's parents. The key
word is COUNSELOR.

5. BOY FRIEND A boy turns, his girl friend on to pot usinti their
mutual affection to bring pressure on her to try marijuana.

6. PUSHER - A pusher knowingly substitutes PCP and sells it for
THC. (Leader may want to go into detail on these two drugs Au

and on how'common this substitution is.)

C,
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7. ADDICT - A user on H goes on a methadone maintenance
program, but sells his methadone, using his methadone
Only a day or two before he goes back to pick up a
new supply in order to be able to pass analysis.

8. DRUG COUNSELOR - A' counselor in a drug treatment program
is using, drugs himself,.

9. ACID HEAD - A young man, as a joke, puts LSD in his girl
friend's coke.

10. MOTHER - A mother on heroin gives birth to an addictr
baby

Now, give people a chance to shift their rankings around,
'making any ofiSnges..they want to. Ask for some indication of
these itens' that people felt most strongly about. You might
ask for' volunteers to say a little more about why they felt,
strongly about some of the top items. You will probably have
to limit discussion or go into small groups foT further sT_

discussion of this exercise. The leader should not, allow any
criticism of any persons for -valuing the items as they do.
This is a personal choice based on one's own personal value
system, and each person's-choice must be respected. This
exercise should develop a _much more open climate fpr further
group activities.

**,**********

ADDITIONAL ITEMS WHICH YOU MIGHT WANT TO WORK WITH ARE:

POT SMOKER,- teenager who smokes pot 2 or 3 times a week.

THIEF - A drug Usgr who steals to maintain his habit.

BUDDY - Person who has been "busted" and fingers another person
who was doing the same thing he as.

NARC - A-person-who gets accepted by a high. chool group to get
evidence of drug pushing and possessi n.

COUNSELOR - Counselor who turns student syer to police after
student asXs fot help with his drug problem.

FRIEND - A young man who offers friends a "joint" to be sociable.

.DEFENDER - Parent whosuspects his child is on drugs, but when
told by teacher.he panics and say his child couldn't

' be using drugs.

SOCIAL DRINKER - Adult who gets ustonecru,bh a Ohol at parties
every ,weekend.

AVOIDER - Adult who sees another adult selling junior'high
students pills and pot and does nothing.



. THE PROUD LINE

WHAT -IT IS: gives individuals in a group a chance to says
"I'm proud that..." in relatipil to a specified

area aria publicly'identify their feelings and values, if they
want to.

WHAT IT DOES: helPs pe6ple identify what they, in reality, can
be proud of, whether it is something relating to

Writing skill, to relationships with others, to beliefs, or to
something they have done

lets others,. hear what people are proud of and raises alternatives
or -new ideas for them

people do enjoy expressing pride in something they've,"done that
might have gone unrecognized otherwise.

HOW TO DO IT: As a summary activity, ge ally .-7 4fter an
activity.that went Well'or session that went-

weLl or a'wdiscussion that went well.- when a gkoup is feeling at
peace with one another, use THE PROUD LINE to reinforce the feeling
and to sum up where everybody is.

The leader, usually s ts broad, area or poses a genetal question,
having, group members take turns responding or PASSING..

A discussion may or may not follow, Sometimes after THE PROUD LINE,
group members are asked "to 'write their ideas or how they feel and
give them to the teacher later.

Keep the atmosphere NON-JUDGMENTAL and secure for everyone.
Everyone should feel that he can say,whet he really wants to say,
or can pass if he wants to do that. f

The leader usually participates after the others have, but with the
understanding that his position is merely one position and is not
meant to be'the righs position for everyone.

WHAT HAPPENS: Everyone gets a chance to briefly identify, if he
wants to, something -- an action or achoice - he is
proud of.

0



These are riot separated for age g

1. Tell us something y614 are pro

THE PROUD LINE - 2

SOME EXAMPLES'AND SAMPLES

roups.

ud of strongly believing.:

,2. What is something you did recently, that you are very glad you did.

3. Tell us something you're pro Id of

- that you wrote, or
- that yoU have in yo
- thtt you refrained

friends were doing

"4. What are yOu proud of in'you
people, the case of adult

5. What thing have you done rec

6. What can you say that you ar
toward drugs?

What do you, do in your spare

8. What habits do you have that

ri

r wallet or pocketbook, or
rom doing even though all your
it, even though you wanted to.

)
relationships to adults (or young
in the group)?'

ntly for a friebd that
,

you are proud of?

proud of in relation to your attitudes

time'that you are proud of?

you are proud of?

9. What thing do you do in relaition to people who are different from,
you that you are proud 'of?

10. What did you do in class today that you're proud of?

BE SURE THE QUESTION USED IS SOMETHING THA WOULD BE INTERESTING FOR
THE GROUP. RSUTINE OR MORALIZING QUESTION OR AREAS ARE INAPPROPRIATE
HERE.

33
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''"N4 PROBING PROBLEMS

MOVING TO ALTERNATIVES AND
CONSEQU CES. AND ACTION PLANS

People who deal
people ho have

PROBLEM

UNDERSTAND_ AND

ALTERNAT YES, .

CONSEQUEN

ACTION P

Most'effectivelywith problems they encounter tend to be
learned and internalized. a PROBLEM - ,SOLVING PROCESS:

identify aproblem - gather fUrthernformation

.., work with the problem to understand'itlully, to know
its dimensions, and to clarify,it-thoroughly:::

identify several ways of-responding to the problem

look at each alternative to try to predict what would happen

J,
decide'on the best course of action on the basis of the
information and feelings that have been identified and
analyzed.

How can we tea h young children and older students these complex thinking and

decision7makin skillS? How can we help them learn to put together the thinking

.
and feeling asp cts, the intellectual and emotional aspects, of themselves- -
for effeCtive decision- making? How can we help them learn how to help each
other in positi e and,supportive peer group relationShips?

Awareness-build'ng and choice-making situations are useful. We also need to
provide experie ces and opportunities for children and yOung people to probe
and examine both real and siMulated problems, and to think through what they
would do. "If were faced with this problem, what would I do?"

ONE APPROACH: ROBLEM SITUATIONS

1. Posea p oblem situation to a.group - a problem story, a "trigger" film

or filmstrip: roblems mightreflect current social problems, a problem facing
a person in a tory or novel students are rea ng, a problem faCing a scientist

or mathematici ., Whatever the problem, it should be open-ended and real.

2. Spend s me time probing the problem - Understanding its nature, clarifying

its limits, gathering further information about it, and being sure that all in

the group have a common understanding of the "facts" that. are available.

3. Now,:have them suggest various ways of dealing with or responding.to the'
problem - possible "solutions." BRAINSTORM - no suggestion should be disparaged,
discarded, or even discussed at this point. Without comment,, write all of the

suggestions in a series across the chalkboard. (Initially,'it might be best to

work with the entire group. As they:gain skill in using the process, theY can
break into small groups to do this step. It is essential, though, to m44htain
the idea of brainstorming - listing all possibilities,without comment and judgment.

The sifting and judging comes later. Right now the stress is on the most

creative thinking possible.)
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PROBING- PROBLEMS - 2

4. Taking each of the alternative approaChes,in turn, ask group members
to predict the consequences - predict what inighthappen if this approach was
used Write predictions, underneath each of the apprbaChes.,,:

. .

5. Now, as* each of-them, individually, to write down what his pellOnal

dpoisionVOuld be - on the basis of the information'ha has -and the thinking
they haVe done together. Hoy would he act, if faced with this problem?

NOTE: This need not, in fact should not, be a laborious, drawn-out exercise.
Particularly at the beginning when ybu are really teaching a group a prodeSs
this material should be paced Smoothly,and should involve a fascinating problem.
After .a group learns the process, they'can set their own pace. But don't let

them or you get bogged' down in some phase of the activity.

6. FURTHER PROBING AND VARIATIONS:

Variation A: ASk students now to consider their individual decisions.in light
of the seven criteria elements of the valuing procss. Ask each to number. from

1 to 7 underneath the decision they haVe writtenoWn. Aikthirrito Write dow;1\

either "YES" or "NO" as.you'read the sevenclUetiOn6 to them:

1. Did you make this decision freely - wi *out worrying about what
others thought? (Write down YES or NO)

. Did yOu-consider alternatives'-'did you think about several ways
of responding to the problem? (Write down YES or NO)

. Did you consider consequences - what would happen - in relation
`to each of the alternatives? (YES or NO)

PRIZING
4. Are you happy with the choice? Do you prize its? AYES or NO)

5. Would you be willing to tell others aboUt yOur decision? (YES or NO):

ACTING
6. Is'this how you would really act? Would you really do this? (YES or NO)

7. Would this action be a pattern in your life? Would you act in

CHOOSING

, ,

a Similar way repeatedly? (YES.or NO) ,

If you can answer "YES" to six or more of these questions, your
decision probably,reOesents'a value area in yodK-life. If you can

answer "YES" to fewer than 6 questions,-you have an indication of

yOur attitudes, inter ,sts, beliefs, and feelings, but your value
commitments in these, areas need further clarification.

Variation B: If studentS7PveYhad experience with "focusing"i.instead of the

above process, you mightamt.to ask them to.move into FOCUS GROWS of 3 to

people, and. let a foOpSpersonin each group talk about thekdeision he made,

what considerations were most important for him,,and.how he-fe,AIS:.iabOut his

decision., (See GROUPING - FOCUS-GROUP)

t.

ANOTHER. APPROACH FOLLOWING VP ON VALUES CONTINUUM

1. Pose a problem situation to a group Have them list alternative responses

on a'VALUES CONTINUUM.

ZV After a number of alternatives (at least 4 to 6 to move, beyond.-EITHER -OR

thinking). have been entered on theY"ALUES'CONTINUUM (eitheratone time or perhaps

over a few dayS so that students are challenged to think of'new 'and appropriate

responses), challenge them to'tuin their attention to consequences - to "what

3
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happen"'if you chose and carried out each of these responses. (At leas.t.

at first, it would probably be'most useful to work with the total group, but as

they get more skilled, small groups might be put together - each to work on

identifying consequences of one alternative.)

3. After possible consequences of each alternative have been predicted,

again 'ask each student to write down his decision - :his action plan.

4. Students might probe their own'thinking and feeling about decisions'
they have made in their VALUES JOURNALS.

-EXAMPLES OF PROBLEM SITUATIONS

.._You are a high school teacher. A student in your c1,4sd tells- you the names

of-four boys in the school,who are using:heroin. You don't know_Any'of these

boya'well, but you are surprised that:these particular boys are into heroin.

As &teacher, what would you do?

.Alik fourteen-year qld girl whom yoU don't know too well usually you'aboth,

just smile-and say "hello'.' to each other -,comes to you ate" school' says She

has taken . "acid" ..acoupleOf2hours ago, She says she is feeling sick and she
is frightenedr though she looks pretty much like she norMally.dOes. She pleads

with you not'to tell anyone, she doesn't want to get "busted", but she needs

yCur What, would you do?

...A teacher has observed several students reacting and acting in a-bizarre

manner -- extreme hyperactivity, periods of withdrawal and depression, some

surprisingly angry reactions considering the situations: Other students have

reported to the teacher that'these students are using drugs, but th students

in question have not sought-help from anybody. What should a concer ed teacher

do?

..:.:Your'-parents have told you:that,you can have a party and invite about, 20

friends,,all under 18. Your parents have also indicated that they want no alcohol

or drugs at the,party, and you haVe agreed:, The party is, tomorrow night. Your

father has an unexpected meeting and won'tbe.-home; your mother "trusts" you .

and your friends and will probably. watch television most of the evening.

'Just today, one fellow you invited - a gulf who is reallypopular and well-liked -

told another fellow who is coming that he would bring. the whiskey. What should

you do?

WRITE YOUR OWly



SENTENCE COMPLETION

WHAT IT IS: A method of getting students to identify for
themselyes some of-their attitudes, interests,

beliefs, activities, and other "value indibators".

WHAT IT DUE'S: Students are helped to Sort Out meaningful things
in their lives, and think about what they feel and

think about things. What comes out of Such strategies usually is
a fruitful list of some.of the student'q interests,- hopes, fears,
the people he likes the most, and some thingS in his life which he
'considers worthy or. unworthy.

.
. _.

. .

HOW TO DO IT These SENTENCE COMPLETION items could be usedas'
Short Writing'aSSi4nments or as a SHARING LINE

(a fi the PROUD LINE or VALUEI,INE):

EXAMPLES:
y.

1. With a gift of .$100.00; I. would ...
2. If this next weekend\were a 3 day Weekend,

I would want to
Y. 'My best friend can be counted on to,

'41.,My bluest days
5. I can hardly wait tO beabie to

,6. My children won't have to because ..
7. People can hurt my feelings the most by
8. If I had a car of my own ...
9. I've made up my mind to finally learn how to
10. If I couLd get a free subsCription to two

magazines, I would select because

11. Some people seem to want only to

12.:rhe night I stayed up later than ever-before,

13. rf I .could have seven wishes,...
14. My advice to the world would be ...
15, Secretly I wish ...



"I URGE" TELEGRAM

WHAT IT IS: A short "act4g" strategy which gives peOple
an opportunit4 totake a position or suggest

an action in relation to a situation, probleM, or relation-
,ship that is important to them/.

WHAT IT DOES: Helps individuals identify situations that
bother them, think of possible corrective

actions, identify who might be the person to contact, and
decide the degree of their own personal involvement in the
suggestions they have to make.

HOW TO DO IT: (Using either a demonstration panel or
"whipping" around a classroom group.) There

are many times when we want to express our feelings about
something or someone or some situation and suggest a better
way of doing something. Once in a while we might write
letters' "To the Editor" or send telegrams to congressmen or
legislators or mayors. Many times the situations that upset
us maybe with people or situations closer to us than these.
examples --in our schools, classroomS, communities, homes.
We're going to ask you to think of a ,situation that bothers
you and draft an "I URGE" TELEGRAM in relation to it. There
are three things to think of:

WHO are you going to send the telegram to? (for
example: All parents, All teachers, All truck
drivers, Mayor,)

WHAT YOU WANT TO SAY (The message)

HOW YOU WANT TO SIGN IT (for example: your own name,
18-year-old voter, a friend, a person who cares,
your initials, ...)

You may want to take time to write out your telegram to
think it through - before you share it with us. ...Who would
like to begin?



SUPPORT GROUPS

WHAT THEY ARE: Support groups are a way of organizing a
classroom group into small stable groupings

that meet several times each week over a semester or a year.
Each support grOup usually consists of four people, bqt might
include three to 'five students. Experience with support groups
indicates that groups are most successful when they are randomly
organized. Support groups become the "home base" for students
after a while, the place they go for sharing strengths, for help
and support and acceptance, and for confronting problems'.

WHAT THEY DO: Support groups are a way of using peer
relationships in a positive, reinforcing

fashion. They provide a place for students to practice new
listening, helping, and discussion skills and relationships.
Since support groups are not originally friehdship groups,
they offer students a chance to test out and explore their
"people skills" with people other than their normal friendship
choices. Support groups also provide a way for giving more
students in the classroom time to interact and talk and work
with one another. For example, if the total classroom is
discussing something, only one person can talk at any one tire.
If the same thing is being discussed in support-groups, 7 or 8
students will be talking at any one time, and if focusing rules
are used, all will get a chance to talk on the subject or topic.

HOW TO DO IT: In the beginning, the activities of the support
group should be carefully planned and structured

to help them get to know each other well and to teach them the
skills of'focusin , listening, and helping. Though support groups
may have and probably should have specific tasks to perform, the
emphasis is both on task and PROCESS -- the way they are going to
do it.

There are many things that support groups can do. SUPPORT GROUPS
can be used for:

-- SHARING. A person in each support group shares a paper he wrote,
an idea, an experience, and so on. The others can

react, ,-ar him acceptingly, draw him out to talk more on the subfec
Initial activities of support groups might be similar to those used
in the SHARING TRIOS activity.

1

-- FOCUSING. The leader or teacher throws out a subject for dis-
cussion -- something interesting; controversial,

something almost everyone has a position on or something to say.
In focus groups, one person volunteers to be the FOCUS PERSON. He
is the center of attention in his group and is in control of

9
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SUPPORT GROUPS - 2

discussion in the group for an announced peric)d of time -- 3

minutes, 4 minutes, 5 minutes. He talks, and the others in
`the group have the task of listening carefully, preferably in an
accepting fashion -- smiling, perhaps nodding heads tojndicate
they are listening to what he is saying and feeling. 'they do not
have to agree with him, but they do have the -job of listening
empathetically, trying to understand his position and how he
feels about it. They try to put themsdlves "in his shoes ".. When
the focus person finishes speaking, the others may reflect back
what, they heard him saying-and may begin to draw him out and to
help him explore his own thinking. (SEE the rules for FOCUSING
for further discussion of the focus person, the others in the
group, and the 'procedures. Note that each takes turns, in becoming
the, focus person, the center of attention.)

PROBLEM SOLVING. A problem is posed and support groups - either
by- using the FOCUSING discussion process or

by BRAINSTORMING list solutions, consider the consequences of

each, and come up with a list of priority solutions. Another level
of problems which support groups might work on are:

What questions should be used to evaluate a unit of work?
.. What to do about the fact that the class is often to noisy?

.. What would'be a good ending for a story?

.. How might inflation by controlled, wars ended, pollution

controlled...?
.. How can we multiply numbers that are bigger than the ones in

the times table?
.. If you had $5,000 to improve this school, how would you spend

it? Be specific.

-- LEARNING. Students in each support group can take turns
teaching others, or learning from others. As examples:

.. Test papers are returned. Each student takes a turn on focus,
getting help from the others in understanding his errors.

.. A student who was absent gets help from his group on work he
has missed.

.. A student who knows something unusual teaches the members'of a

group.
.. Students pair up and drill each other on spelling or other

subject areas.
.. If individualized contracts are being used, support groups' can

help members decide whether their contracts are reasonable, they
can support and remind each other about work each contracted to
do, and can give each other feedback on work done.

-- EVALUATION. After students have confidence in each other and
are skilled in "positive feedback", have them

develop criteria to judge their own work. Then, within support
groups, have them look at each person's work, according to the

criteria.
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SUPPORT GROUPS

-- GENERAL SUPPORT AND ADVICE. In a world where few really
listen to one another', it is

useful to have time for small groups to meet and follow the
FOCUSING. guidelines without any content specified. Members
can talk about themselves, or a problem, or whatever they
individually or collectively decide. This might be a.second-
level,activity for support groups after they know each other
and the group FOCUSING rules. It is important that they
eventually begin to do this, though. It gives reality to the
claim that a, support group is the "home base" where each
relaxes and feels comfortable, safe, and accepted. To begin
to build up his climate, try to FOCUS HELP activity. Build
in variations as you go along.

FOCUS HELP: Give each person in each support group 3 pieces
of paper or 3 Ax6 file cards. Sometimes we use

words as walls to keep others away rather than as doors to
reach out to each other. Written messages to each other can
cut out-the -chatter that we ,sometimes use to fend people off
or to .avoid really listening to one another. Written messages
to each other encourages us to be more introspective and
thoughtful. Take one of the cards and write'941 it a description
of some incident when you were younger WHEN YtU NEEDED HELP 'AND
SOMEBODY HELPED YOU. ...When you-are finished writing, exchange
cards with others in your group. Read each card, look directly
at. the other person when you hand it. back and let that person
know with your eyes that you understand what he or she was
saying -- without saying a word.

Now, on the second card, write about a time in_19our life WHEN
YOU NEEDED HELP BUT DIDN'T GET IT. (Exchange messages, read
each others, "eyeball" your understanding.)

For the third card, write about HELP THAT I COULD USE NOW.
(Exchange, etc.) (If time) Put your three cards together,
reread them,'and see if you can add some statements to your
VALUES JOURNAL or DIARY about the person you are. Do you have
any further insights into yourself? Do you see yourself different-
ly? Or do you feel more comfortable with yourself, just as
comfortable?
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FOCUSING: .A DISCUSSION TECHNIQUE

'FOCUSING - focus. person is CENTER OF ATTENTION

- ACCEPTING othersmay not agree, but they listen, accept, and
try to understand

DRAWING OUT helping the focus persdn explore his thoughts- and
feelings

TWO RULES FOR THE FOCUS PERSON

1. State your position.

2. Keep control.

FIVE RULES FOR GROUP MEMBERS`

1. Try to hear.

2. Help the focus know
that you understand.

3. Help the focus feel
good about talking.

..State your ideas and feelings.

..Take time to think. Pauseijf
necessary. Be honest.

.r.rf necessary, remind others that
it's your turn to-talk

..If there is something you would
rather not talk about, simply
say so or "pass".

..If you're not sure how the group
is receiving you, ask them.

( I

..Put your own- ideas on the shelf
until it's your turn to be on focus.

..Try to understand AND feel what the
focus is trying to communicate. '

..You can reflect his exact, words;
"You came to the top of the stairs..."

..You can paraphrase something he said,
as a kind of summary: "I guess all
those things made you feel_9,6easy."

Or simply say that Toilu understand:
"I understand." or "I can see that
you feel strongly about that."

..Pqrhaps ask him to tell you more.

..Show attentiveness, perhaps by
nodding. j

..If appropriate, comment positively:
"I'm glad you spoke.", "I like the
way you told it."-

4. Help the focus to think. ..Offer help when he's off the track:
"If I have it right, your initial
or first concern was...".

..Or when he seems stuck\: "I can mention
one idea that might heap you, if you'd_



FOOSING 2

a I

like to,hear it now."
Or when hemight be forgetting some-
thing: "Perhaps your feelings, which
I don't think you mentioned-, influenced
your behavior."

5. Be careful about asking ..Avoid fogging queS-tions: "Wouldn't
questions., you agree that ..." or "Don't you

-mean that These statements are
putting, something on the focus person.

..Since questions may lead a focus per-
Son into talking more about what you
need to hear than what he needs to
talk about, try a simple statement (in
place of what might be a question):
Not: "Why" but "If you would like to
'explain it, I'd like to hear why."

..Questions that deal with procedures,
rather than content, often are useful :(
"Would you like to summarize. before
you give up the focus?", "Want to hear
how we see your situation?", etc.

, THREE RULES FOR PROCEDURES

]. flake turns.

2. Use alternating focuses
for disagreements.

3. Look back over the
session.

.'.When the focus person says he'd like
to give up the focus, give someone else
a turn. ,

..Stick to time limits, if these are used.

..Consider "whipping" around, each person
in line.taking a turn.

..When two persons are,in strong disagree-
' ment%or conflict, the group can hold
back and allow the two .to alternate as
focus and responder.

..One person is focus. The other responds
by listening, reffe-cting understanding,
helping the focus think, and avoiding
asking questions.

..Then they reverse the roles. And they
keep reversing roles until both feel
they understand each other.

Leave some time at the end for a look
back at how closely the grOup was able
to follow the rules.-
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,1-.ULUb1Nb 7

You might want to use scales like these on the right below
to evaluate yourself:

How well did you follow
the fpcus.rules? in
general? 1 10

Did you communicate
acceptance to the focus
person? 1 10

Inside, how accepting did
you feel? 1 100

How well did you draw out
the focus person? , 1 10,

The group might be encouraged to talk about the process. Is it easier
to focus when youcknow that you are going to have a chance? A



dakin decisions
sel motivated?
deeply involved?

taking responsibility?

Dj you want students to begin to move in this direction?

WHAT -ONE TEACHER CAN. DO

Many teachers want to move toward more flexible cla'ssrooms where
children and older students learn to identify what they need to
know and do, where they learn to take greater responsibilj5ty for
their own learning and doing, where they help each other, and
where 'le teacher is increasingly a resource person to individuals
or to small ;groups of students.

These,kinds of flexible classrooms don't just happen in a ,week or
so. Both students, and teachers-have'to learn new styles of working 4111''

together. How can .teachers in a school or one teacher begin to
move toward this kind of classroom? 40

Merrill Harmin* has suggested an outline of some sequence that a
teacher might use to move his class toward more human, more flexible,
more responsible, and more relevant learning, a path you might want
to explore with your class.

1. PERSONALIZING THE CLASSROOM

If the classroom has been essentially academic in focus, a
teacher can do many things to/bring human needs and concerns
into awareness. These actilInties can help students and
teachers understand one another end themselves better and can
prepare a base_ for responsible cooperation.

Try values voting, rank ordering, value or proud lines,
either-or activities, value continuums, "like" lists, the
code of arms, thought-feel cards, one-minute reaction state-
ments, and action projects.

2. BUILDING SMALL GROUP EFFECTIVENESS

It may be useful to rearrange the classroom to promote more
purposeful communication and interac .ion, but using small
groups in ways that are comfortable for everyone is a good
next step. In the beginning, groups should be. small, have
brief times to meet, have very clear objectives, and have
tasks and issues that interest them.

*This material is a slight adaptation of materials written by
Merrill Harmin which appear in the Waterford Schools Drug Education
Guide. Most of the'activities mentioned above are fully discussed
in the book Values and Teaching by Rath, Harmin,' and Simon (Charles
Merrill, Publ., 1966).
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Use the sharing games. Teach other communication skills as
they are needed for -readiness: listening skillS, helping -

skills, stating one's position in the one-minute reaction
statements, asking clarifying questions, and ways of resolv-
ing conflict are ke'y skills

Use focus groups for sharing, for discussion,'Tor problem
solving, for learning, for evaluation, fbr self- exploration,
and as general SUPPORT groups. Teach the rule o'f positive
feedback.

3. USING SMALL GROUPS FOR ACADEMIC LEARNING

Now it is possible to shift much of the learning process from_
individual work oz from large group .work to a small group,,
setting. This helps students lean to be more responsible
for themselves and for each othe wo important prerequisites
for an ideal learning system.

s-

Have them help each other on specific learning tasks, finding
new ways to help each other become competent or reach a certain
level of competency, but moving through a sequence of learning
tasks at ,their own rates. Work in the notion of ,a valbes
journal and have them jot down feelings and thoughts in relation
to specific activities. Have them begin working on values
sheets related to academic tasks they have performed.

4. MOVING FROM FACTS TO CONCEPTS AND VALUES

For most classes, a useful next s ep is a broadening of subject
matter, away from emphasis on fac s and memory, toward a focus
on concepts and values. Use the ree levels notion. Use value
sheets followed by 'small group sharing., Expand the use of action
projects. Have focus groups develop their own value sheets, iT
they are old enough. Continue to use some of the previously
mentioned strategies, where they are relevant.

5. LEARNING SHEETS AND LEARNING CONTRACTS

The teacher may now,consider-introducing a self-directing
curriculum that is commercially available, using small groups
to help students learn and to reinforce learnings of students
who act as student teachers and to get the sharing that is
needed to meet the social needs of studehts. Or the teacher
may, with the help of others, construct hiS own set of "lesSonS",
put them on sheets, and call them "learning sheets." Use learn-
ing contracts fOr individual students. Use small group setting
to help learners live up to, and take responsibility for the
contracts they. make. .Learning sheets should, of course, focuS on
concepts and include value issues-.

6. STRENGTH TRAINING
c)

A series of lessons to strengthen students' ability to face what
,is sometimes a difficult environment and still have a fair chance 1
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j
of meeting their needs may be 'a next stage.

TeaCh lessons on persistence, correcting oneself, handling
distracting desires, and coCperative problem solving.

I

7. HUMAN NEEDS THEORY

Students can be taught the
1

uman needs theory and given
practice in applying it to tories they read, current
events, classroom situations,,and'their own lives. _A.

non -'punitive approach to discipline can be based around .

tnis.unit, butJlo approach to discipline is satisfactory
until students have productive learning experiences that
entice them.

i CIO

8: A LEARNING SYSTEM

Ohce things are falling into a pattern, 1.6-t'it, be for a;:
while. Let students explore familiar techniques and
activities in a variety of ways. Push to clarify, and
deepen experiences.

J.



To illustrate the idea of a three-level
currisculum -- FACTS, CONCEPTS, VALUES
portion of a'n article which appeared in
Social Education, May, 1969,is reproduced
below.

TEACHING HISTORY WITH A FOCUS ON VALUES
by Merrill Harmi, Howard KirschenbsuM; and Sidney B. Simon

What do we,mean by a focus on values?

First, we believe that every SUbjecOin the curriculum can be ,dealt
with on three levels: The facts, level, the concepts level, and the-
values level.. To illustrate how these three levels differ, let us
oonsideratypical subject-matter area in American-bistory the
formation of the Constitutional system and how it contributed to
the workings of our American government..

On the'FACTS;LEVEL, we might find qteStionslike -these:'

1. In what order did the states ratify the Constitution?
Z. What were the major differences between the Constitution
,and the Articles -Oef Confederation?

. 3. Name the founding fatherS'who were most instrumental in
the formation of the Constitution, and tell the: part that
each played.

4. What resolutions did the Constitutional Convention pass
on the issue of slavery?

5, Describe the ten amendments which make up the Bill of Rights.

Obviously, the factual level hasits impOrtance; but few would dispute
the point that teachers must 4g beyond this level. It is widely
recognized today that teachers must help students to understand concepts
and to see how separate facts can be related through theprocess_ of
generalization. Jerome Bruner's work, has helped give this notion -wide -
spread attention.

On the CONCEPTS LEVEL, then, we might entertain questions such as
these

1. Why did the feunding,fathers "belieVe is necessary to have
a Bill of, Rights? Relate their thinking' to Washington's
Farewell Address.

2. What were the causes of the American Revolution and how
typical were the of revolutions in general?

3.. did the Constitution prevent "taxation without representa-
tion"?'

4. If the Constitutional ConVention had declared slavery illegal,
how might the course of American history have been different?'

5. What was the reasoning behind separating the powers into three
branches of government?

Students do not really understand a subject until they can deal skill-
fully---wa-th it at the Conceptual level - until they can see interrelat-kol
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Ifps, support generalizations, and understand cause's and effects.
t' is skillful teaching at this level which makes up feel proud,
and excited to be history teachers. However, a student maybe able
to thinkand learn at the concept level and still find history 1.
irrelevant and oring.

This is where the values level comes in. On the values level, th
student is asked not only tO,understand history, but to become
personally involved in it, perhaps to take.a stand,' to.relate the
concepts to. his own times and to consider alternatives of action
for his own life.

Here are some questions that.raise issues to the VALUES LEVEL:.

1, If. 4ou were at the Constitutional Convention;v how would
you have voted on the questiOn of slavery? What are
some things students your., age have done about the race
problem in 'America.today? Have you acine anything ?.

2. Compare the ways in which decisions are made-in the United.
Stateagovernmentmith the ways decisions, are made in your
family. Are there checks and balance67 What part do you
play in family deCisions?

3. If you wanted to change something in our societYyor in this
school, what are some ways you would go about it? Have you.
tried any of them?

4. The First Amendment affirms the right of freedom of speech.
Have you made use of that freedom recently in a way of which
you are proud? Name five things more ,important to you than
freqdom of speech.

5. Here are fiVe civil liberties issues which haVe.recently come
up before the Supreme Court. Before-I tell you.the Court's .

decisions, I would like you to diVide into committees and.
pretend that you are on the Supreme Court. How would you
decide on each?. Give Your reasons.

Notice hbw often the u7ord "YOU" appears On the v4lues level. The
emphasis is onthe student's values, beliefs, and behavior. By
beginning with these questiOns of values, he can be led to see the-4,
relevance of history.to the present and to his own life. By ending
with these value questions, prior studied facts and concepts come alive,

. Iin a context of reality.



EIGHT VALUE CATEGORIES:

THE tORONADO APPROACH

Values -clarification, as a process, does not teach any one values,
System.- It doeS not provide enswers_to people. Rather, values
clarification glyVs people- a41Vay of looking at the choices.that-'
confront them, encourages them to think of alternatives.;and
examine possible consequences, and then make decisions' based on
thoughtful. examination of the information. they have and thel.ralues
they hold.

An alternative and possibly supplementary approach to values eduv--
tion is the oneYused by the CbrOnado, California Drug:'Education
Program, and whichlis discussed in their drugabuse education
o urriculuMguides.,

.This COronado veluesteaching,progrem uses an approach axtd materials'
based on the eight categories of uniimrsal2human needs which have

described and researched by'Lasswell, Since almost-all human
rieeds,endants. Can be classified under these eight categories,
teachers can systematically help students examine their own human
value systems and relationships. in the ,Coronado apprp,ach,. teachers
raise direct questions about .,the'values expressed in human,behaviors
and relate behayiors back to the eight categories.. Each of the eight'
catdbories are ona deprivation-enhancement continuum, and indiVidual
positions can be related to places On these continuums. Lasswell's

sapproach suggests -that deprivation in any one or more of these cate-
'gories preyents_a person from achieving, his own potential or prevents
him from treating :Others in ways that-enhen6d their - personalities . .

Enhancement in each area aids each ,person to reach his potential and
to behavd:similarly tb others.

//4 -;The eight categories of qualities which people want, need, and tend
to value are:.

. AFFECTION "--.love and friendship
/

. RESPECT .--Fecognition

SKILL ---jaevelopment of talents

. ENLAHTENMENT -- information relevant to making important
decisions'

, POWER -- participation in making important decisions

. WEAL.TH -- goods and'services

. WELL-BEING mental and physical health

. RECTITUDE responsibility, sense ofsrighe and wrong

The Coronado programissaying that students need systematic and.
conscious attention to these eight areas in order to become people

, -who make,life-fulfilling decisions: In addition to activities
suggested in the curriculum guide, Coronado teachers3in the elemen-
tary grades use the Human Values series of ,readers.
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EIGHT VALUE CATEGORIES - 2

As an example of" this approach, a: teacher might have students do
SENTENCE COMPLETION items- that relate to these eight value areas:

AFFECTION:

RESPECT:

On the way to school; I 'see some friends*. We say::.
"Hi to each other. Sometimes vie ju"st wave to'

say .1Good.morning." One of my frj.ends

When I'Me.et someone who has no friends, I ...

I once'won a blue ribbon in my class for

When one of my friends does something good, I

SKILL: can do some thin 0,bett'er.than my friends. my
friends like me to

ENLIGHTEN-
MENT:

POWER:

WEALTH

In school we practice our writing. We want to write
well because ...

,'
My 'friends and I learn many things in claims, We
:like to learn about ..

I sawa film. It helped me to learn about ...

When I'29et;,tochooge a game, feel`

Ifin17 class elected: officers, I would like to

If I want'to buy a birthday gift for my friends, I .

When,I want a new toy '(,a neW...), I get themoney
for it by

WELL - BEING: I have Some friends in Other claSses. We have fun:

e Sometimes' N4e eat lunchtogether. Then we are happy-
and we

I am unhappy when friends ,

'RECTITUDE: Sometimes my friend and I help Oak& people happy.
We tike to

We keep our classroom neat.:. I help

1Copies of the CORONADO, CALIFORNIA. CURRICULUM GUIDES are avail-
able from the Coronado Unified School District, Drug Abuse. Education
Pogram, 555 D.Avenue, Coronado, California, 92118 The'elemen'tary

level guide is $2.50, and :the' junior high and senior high level guides
are each $2.00.

2
1414'

Ray Rucker, V,. Clyde Arnspiger, and Arthur J- Brodbeck %Human
Values':.4n Education. Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown Book ComPanY,;1969.
See also: Harold D. Lasswelr, and Robert,.RubenStein. The Sharing of

Power in a Psychiatric Hospital. New Haven, Conn. Yale Univ. Press, 1966.'

3'V. Clyde Arnspiger,' James A.:Brill, W. Ray Rucker,' and Zelda' Beth
Blanchette, The iHuman Value Series, 1969.' (Student and teacher editions

are available from the Steck-Vaughn Company, Box 204; Austin, Texas,
78767) r--(9
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EIGHT VALUE CATEGORIES

VALUE DEFINITIONS AND VERBAL EQUIVALENTS FOR TEACHERS

It

The eight categories of values which form th basis of the
Coronado "values-oriented approach to teaching re ults from

three decades, of sociological research inv lying Studies
of Worldwide institutional practices and personal strategies
designed to satisfy man's needs and wants."

AFFECTION is liking, loving, or being friends with someone.
Affection refers to the degree of love and friendship of
persons in primary and secondary relationships. Primary
refers to person-to-person relationships in intimate groups,
such as the family. Secondary relationships are more remote
ones. Use of the word "degree" indicates that affection,
like other values, is relative. Members of close groups
express affection by warm, friendly, and congenial actions
toward one another. In less intimate groups, affection may
be expressed as loyalty to country or state. VERBAL
EQUIVALENTS: love, friendship, fondness.

RESPECT is recognizing that every person is important, including
one's self. tilt is also admiring or looking up to others.
Respect refers to the degree of recognition given to persons
in their capacity as huMan beings. As a rule, the higher
the respect attained by a person, the more competence and '

reliability can be attributed to his behavior. Respect is
earned through. performance. We also have minimum respect for
every human being - respect for life. VERBAL EQUIVALENTS:
courtesy, recognition, honor, admiration, compliment,. look up
to, do honor to.

SKILL is the ability to do something well.- Skill refers to the
degree of development of talents. Every individual has
potential physical and mental talents which he shouad develop.
There is a wide range of skills. The broad headings of physi-
cal and mental skills include motor skills, thinking? Skills,
communication skills, social skills, and aesthetic skills.
VERBAL EQUIVALENTS: ability, capabili, talent, training.

ENLIGHTENMENT is learning or knowing about imporeant things.
Enlightenment refers to information about the past and present,
as well. as estimates of the future, relative to making important
decisions. Enlightenment maybe identified as the knowledge
necessary to make. important decisions. VERBAL EQUIVALENTS:
knowledge, education, learning, understanding infoxmatiop.
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EIGHT VALUE CATEGORIES - 4

POWER is making decisions and helping others to decide important
things. Power refers to the degree to which a person
influences informally the behavior Dr actions of others, as
well as the degree to which he participates in the process,
of making important decisions on a more formal basis. Some
decisions are often referred to as sanctioned decisions -
"sanctioned" because laws areNpassed by those who are in
authority, and these laws are enforced by police officers who
have been given the authority to do so. Unsanctioned decisions
are those not enforced by law, although they too are a form of
power. These decisions also involved individual choices, and
_ey may or may not be important to other persons. In all
ocieties decision making involves power. How we use power

determines what kinds of citizens we are. The measure of
h.ppAT democratically we use power is the degree to,which our
deoisions contribute to the wider sharing of human values.
VERBAL EQUIVALENTS: leadership, influence, authority,
decision-making.

WEALTH is having things one needs or wants, including the things
or services that are done for him. Wealth refers to the
degree to which individuals have access to goods and services.
How much we desire wealth is relative to our wants and needs.
Money represents a claim against society for goods and services.'
VERBAL EQUIVALENTS: goods, money, income, property, food,
shelter,. clothing, performing a service.,-.

WELL-BEING is feeling well and being happy. Well-being refers to
the degree of one's mental and physical health. It is largely
dependent upon status in the other social values. Deprivation
in any of the other human values may cause a reduction of
well-being status. The loss of well-being, mental or physical,
in turn may cause loss of status in other human values. VERBAL
EQUIVALENTS: health, happiness,. feeling well, contentment,
relaxation.

RECTITUDE is doing the right thing, treating others as one would like
to be treated, or sharing values.. Rectitude refers to, the degree
of moral practices and ethical- standards. In a free society; the
moral person acts in 'ways which contribute to the wide sharing
of human values. The degree to which a person is responsible for
his own behavior is implied. Man has faced differences between
right and wrong since his earliest days on earth. These
differences are of importance to all. VERBAL EQUIVALENTS:
honesty, fair play, justice, responsibility, trust, keeping one's
promises.
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A DARTE RESOURCE LIST

ABOUT ME,' by.Harold Wells & John T. Canfield. Teacher's guide
(#5-25-005, $3.95 each) and student handbook (#5-25-001, 69
per. single copy) Available from Combined Motivation Education
SyStemsri- Inc., 6300 River Road,_ Rosemont, Illinois, 60018.

CASES,AdD CONTROVERSIES, AmeriCan Education Publications 55 High
Street,;Middletown, Ct. 06457. A series of short, paperback units
has been developed based on the Harvard Social Studies Project and
focusing,bn the analysis of value-laden public. controversies. These
units can be used in a variety of social studies courses'and are
among the few commercially published materials on value analysis. A
few of the titles are: "Taking A Stand ", "Negro Views of America,"
"Race and Education," and "Status,"

MT

CLARIFYING VALUES:,A HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL STRATEGIES .by Sidney
Simon, LelandiHowe and "Howard Kirschenbaum. (New York: Hart
Publishing, 1972) 80 methods for values clarification are described,
with instructions for the teacher and numerous examples of the basic
strategies. Available May, 1972 $3.25.:(Cloth, $6.25)

CLASSROOM IDEAS FOR ENCOURAGING THINKING AND FEELING by Frank E.
Williams. Available from D.O.K. Publishers, 771 E. .DeLavan Avenue,
Buffalo, New York, 14215 for $7.50 per copy or 5 or more copies for
$6.00 each.

380 concrete teaching ideas to develop thinking and feeling behaviors
in elementary school children are presented. Each idea is coded in
terms of 6 subject matter areas, 18 teacher strategies, and 8 pupil.
behaviors - thinking (fluent, flexible, original, elaborative) and
feeling (willingness, courage, challenge, intuition).

CORONADO, CALIFORNIA CURRICULUM GUIDES. Copies of these value-
oriented guides are available from the Coronado Unified School
District, Drug Abuse Education Program, 555 D Avenue, Coronado,
California, 92118. The elementary level guide is $21,.50, and the
junior high and senior high level guides are each $2.00.

THE HUMAN VALUE SERIES", 1969, by V. Clyde Arnspiger, James A. Brill,
W. Ray Rucker, and Zelda Beth Blanchette. (Student and teacher
editions are available from the Steck-Vaughn Company, Austin, Texas.

HUMAN VALUES IN EDUCATION, by W. Ray Rucker, V. Clyde Arnspiger, and

Arthur J. Brodbeck. Dubuque, Iowa': Wm. C. Brown Book Company, 1969.

INQUIRY INTO CRUCIAL AMERICAN PROBLEMS, Jack Fraenkel, ed., Prentice

Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New gersey, 07632.

This is a series of paperback books focusing on a variety of value-'

laden issues in contemporary society. A few of the voluMes are as

follows: "Teenagers and Sex", "Alienation," "The Drug Scene,"

"Prejudice and Dissent," "Propaganda, Polls, and Public. Opinions."

ROLE-PLAYING FOR SOCIAL VALUES: DECISION-MAKING IN THE CLASSROOM,

by Fannie R. Shaftel and George Shaftel, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1967. $8.00 4
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SCHOOLS WITHOUT FAILURE, by William Glasser.. Harper & Row, publishers,
1969. Approximately $4.50, hardcover.

Specific ideas for running three types of classroom meetings -- 'social -
problem- solving meettings, open-ended meetings, and educational- diagnostic
meetings -- to help students learn how to deal effectively with ideas and
problems that concern them. Also proposes alternative approache's to
heterogeneous classes?, testing, homework, marking procedures, and student
classification.

SOCIOLOGICAL RESOURCES FOR THE SOCIAL STUDIES, Allyn and Bacon, Inc.,

680 Forst Rd. N. E., Atlanta, Georgia 30312.

While these materials stress that they maintain value neutrality,
teachers can use some of these materials to focus on value issues.
Some of the Episodes now in print are "Leadership in American Society
A Case Study of Black Leadership", "The Influence of Poverty in the
United States", "Images of the People". A new semestercourse in
Inquiries in Sociology will soon be published. (In one unit, students
view a film entitled "My Childhood", which compares the early years
of Hubert Humphrey and James Baldwin. Students then listen to a tape
recording, "The World Across the Street", in which groups of blacks
and whites talk about their goals and aspirations).

SYNOPSIS, Curriculum Innovatons,'Inc., 5454 South Shore Drive,

Chitago 60615.

SYNOPSIS is published every other week in a school magazine format'.
Each issue focuses on a particular topic and compiles a variety of
viewpoints about the issue. For example, one issue focuses on ecology,
and has excerpts from Ramparts, Time, National Review, Environmental
Science and Technology. Students can compare the views'of the President,
youth leaders, blacks, scientists, communists, and college students.

VALUES AND TEACHING: WORKING WITH VALUES IN THE CLASSROOM, by Louis E.

Raths, Merrill Harmin, and Sidney Simon. Charles E. Merrill, Inc.,
Columbus, Ohio, Publishers, 1966. $4.25, paperback.

Statement of a value theory, description of a valuing and value-clarify-
ing process, and presentation of specific instructional strategies and

materials for us g theory and process in the classroom.

VALUES AND YOUTH: TEACHING SOCIAL STUDIES IN AN AGE OF CRISIS, No. 2,

Robert D. Barr, ed. Available from National Council for the Social
Studies, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N. W., Washington, D., C., 20036, 1971.

$2.75,paperback.

VALUES EDUCATION,4 Rationale, Strategies and Procedures, edited_by
Lawrence E. Metcalf. National Council fbr the Social Studies, 1971,

paperback.

VALUES CLARIFICATION, A Handbook of Pi'actical Strategies for Teachers
and Students by Sidney B. Simon, Leland W. Howe, Howard Kirschenbaum.
Hart Publishing Company, Inc. New York, 1972. $3.95 paperback.



VALUINb IN THE FAMILY, by Herbert O. -Brayer and Zella Cleary. Pennant
Press, Progressive Playthings, Inc., P. 0. Box 20633, San Diego, 1972.
$3.95 paperback.

NOW YOU GET TOGETHER,Alameda County School Department, 224 West Winton
Ave Hayward, California 94544. $2.00/copy, booklet form.

For inservice education and curriculum development.

VALUES IN ACTION, by Fannie & George Shaftel, Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
Inc., New York, N.Y. cost, $99.00. 10 Filmstrips, 4 records and
Teacher's Guide.

Values education, through role - playing.. Focus.on Self, school, friends.
For use-in Intermediate Grades.

DEVELOPING UNDERSTANDING OF' SELF AND OTHERS, (DUSO Kit D-1), American
Guidance SerVice, Inc., Publishers' Building, Circle Pines, Minnesota,
55014._ $85.00, Puppets,-s,tories;-- cassettes, props and posters- in metal
case.

To provide experiences which focus on self-awareness, inter-personal
relationships, group process, focuses on affective domain.

DECIDING, A LEADER'S GUIDE: DECIDING, STUDENT HAWDBOOK,b Y Gelert,
Varenhorst & Carey. Available from College Entrance Examination Board,
New York. $2.00, booklet form.

To provide decision-making experiences and opportunities to learn
decision - making. processes. Deciding4provides rationale, focus on
values and valuing through a variety of classroom practicgs and
techniques.

NOW I'M READY, Pflaum/Standard "Dimensions of Personality", 38 West
Fifth Street, Dayton, Ohio 45402. $7.56, This is a tool kit of
strategies and techniques.

hieving an atmosphere in which a person can clea
as as much back from life as we put into it.
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MATERIALS AVAILABLE

* =new titles
from

Values Associates and the
Adirondack Mountain Humanistic Education Center

Dec, 197,91,

1. Values and Teachin, by Louis Raths, Merrill Harmin & Sidney B.
Simon. (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill, 1966) The basic
text on the " values- clarification "approach." $4:25.

* ciarifiyr.ues: A Handbook of Practical Strategies by Sidney_
Simon, Leland Howe and Howard Kirschenbaum. (New York: Hart
Publishing , 1972) 80 methods for values clarification are
described, with 'instructions for the teacherand numerous
examples of the bas ic strategies. (If you send payment for this
book now, it Will .be sent to you as soon as it comes off the
press, around May, 1972) $3.25. (Cloth, $6.25)

3,. WAD-JA-GET,? 21122s ading Game in American'Education by Howard
Kirschenbaum., Sidney Simon and Rodney Napier ( ew York: Hart
Publishing, 1971) A controversial' new release b the -publisher
of Summerhill. $2.25. (Cloth, $7.50)

4 Freedom to Learn by Carl R. Rogers (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E.
Merrill, 1969) A basic text in humanistic edUcation?' $4.25.

5. Understanding the problem Child by Louis Raths and Anna Burrell
(West orange, N.J.': Economics Press, 1963) Title should be
"Understanding. people." Has 2.O0isuggestrons to help teachers
.meet the emotional needs of students. '(This pamphlet isiCthe
foundation of "IALAc.") $1.50.

6.*"How Can We Teach Values?" a.3-article pamphlet..Containing ,"Three
Ways to Teach Church School" and "Your Values are Showing" by

Simon, and ' "How Can We Teach Values?" by,3"Phn. Westerhoff.
50.

7.*"values Clarification at the Family Table" by Kirschenbaumand
"Dinner Table Learning" by si4n. Two relayed articles, in one
pamphlet. 50.

8. "Teaching English with a Focus on Values" by Kirschenbaum and
30.

9. "Teaching History with a Focus on Values" !)y Harmin, Kirschen-
baum & Simon. 30.

k

10, "Teaching 4 fro-Ame rican History with a Focus on Values" by
Simon & Carnes. 30,

11. "Teaching the. Black Experience" by Kirschenbaum. 30.

12. "Teaching Scien3)e with a' Focus on Values" by Harmin, Kirschenbaum
& Simon. 30.

13. "The search for Values with a Focus on Math" HarMin, Kirschenbaum
& Simon, 30.

14.0Teaching Home Economics with a Focus on Values" by Kirschenbaum.
30.

16. "Sensitivity Modules" by Kirschenbaum and Simon. Activities. 30.

please:" Please send your order WITH PAYMENT to:No purchase orders
Adirondack Mountain Humanistic Education Center

Upper Jay, New York, 12987
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